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Mailing lists

Wide range of mailing lists available,

The ones I use the most:

dnssec-deployment@dnssec-deployment.org

dnsop@ietf.org

dns-operations@lists.dns-oarc.net
People here

- roy@dnss.ec roy@nominet.org.uk
- simonm@nominet.org.uk
- ISC has a stand here, norm@isc.org
- Please raise your hand if you can help!
- Please talk to those folks if you need help!
• An open source DNSSEC management solution
• Includes support for HSMs
• Includes fully automated key management
• Used by various Top Level Domains
• Collaboration between various organizations
  – Nominet UK
  – IIS.SE
  – SIDN.NL
  – NLNetLabs
  – KIREI